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2012 expected to be ninth warmest year on record
By Fiona Harvey, for guardian.co.uk
This year is likely to be the ninth warmest on record, with global temperatures in 2012 cooler than the average for the
past decade owing to the effects of La Niña weather patterns early in the year.
The estimates come as governments countries wrangle
over the form of a proposed new global agreement on
climate change that could eventually replace the Kyoto
protocol. Nearly 200 countries are meeting in Doha, Qatar,
but as yet there are few signs of unity.
So far this year, the current world average global
temperature is 14.45C, which is between one-tenth and a
0.5C higher than the 1961 to 1990 average.
The World Meteorological Organisation (WHO) used
information from three global temperature sets, running
from January to October, to make its estimate. But the
ranking could change under further analysis, and final data
will not be ready until next March.

Above average global temperature years
Degrees Celsius above the 1961-1990 average, taken from the WMO average of HADCRUT, NASA and
NOAA temperature datasets. 2012 is on course to the ninth warmest year on record
Peter Stott, head of climate monitoring and attribution
at the UK‟s Met Office, whose data contributed to the
WHO estimate, said: “Although the first decade of the
21st century was the warmest on record, warming has
not been as rapid since 2000 as over the longer period
since the 1970s. This variability in global temperatures
is not unusual, with several periods lasting a decade or
more with little or no warming since the instrumental
record began.”
Although climate change sceptics may seize on the
data, it does not change the long-term warming trend.
Nine of the 10 hottest years on record have occurred
since 2001, according to the Met Office. As well as the
La Niña variation, there may have been other weather effects at work.

<ReadMore>
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Alien invaders threaten
Europe’s native plants

‘Humane’ fishing net wins
Dyson award
By Rebecca Smithers, for guardian.co.uk

By John Vidal, for The Guardian

More than 30 alien insects and mites, fungi, bacteria, viruses,
diseases, pathogens and invasive plants, many with the potential
to devastate native populations, are expected to reach Britain and
other European countries in the next few years, according to the
European plant protection organisation’s alert list.
Some could arrive on imported trees and shrubs from Brazil or in
soil from China or Africa, others via wooden ornaments and even
packaging crates. But plant scientists say no one can predict
exactly what ecological impact they will have because they are
likely to behave differently in new environments than they do in
the places where they have evolved over millennia.
When and if they come, they will join at least 10 new organisms
that have arrived in the last few years and now threaten swaths of
forest and woodland. Some could die out in months and do no
damage but others could spread rapidly, as Dutch elm disease did
in the 1960s or as ash dieback may do in the next decade, said
Joan Webber, principal pathologist and head of the tree health
research group at the Forestry Commission. “There’s been a
massive jump in the number of pathogens in the last 10 years. It’s
a combination of climate change, trade and other factors.”
Webber said the fashion for “instant landscapes” and the planting
of very large trees increased the risks of pathogens and diseases
spreading. “There is a greater appetite for more exotic and bigger
plants. Some plants are shipped in from China or elsewhere with
1,000 litres of soil around them. That soil is a black box full of
billions of bacteria. It’s very difficult to inspect and intercept
harmful organisms in large plants.”
It was also increasingly difficult to identify and control new
organisms, she said. “They can reinvent themselves when they
move into an unknown habitat. Faced with plants which may have
little or no resistance to them, they can change quickly.”
<ReadMore>
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A young British designer has won a prestigious international award
for creating a “humane” net to make fishing more sustainable by
preventing small fish from being trapped.
Dan Watson devised a system based on a series of escape rings for
fish – which can be fitted to a fisherman’s trawler net – in
response to the problem of overfishing and the controversial and
wasteful practice of throwing away healthy and edible fish or
other creatures as so-called by catch.
Watson, a graduate of The Royal College of Art, will on Thursday
be named as the winner of the annual international James Dyson
award which recognises and rewards imaginative design solutions
to global problems.
The SafetyNet rings have been designed to exploit the escape
behaviour and physiology of different fish. Small and medium fish
swim up when stressed, whereas larger fish swim down. By
exploiting this, the net only catches mature, non-endangered
species and provides an illuminated “emergency exit” for the rest.
Sir James Dyson, the billionaire founder of the bagless vacuum
cleaner and founder of the awards – run by the James Dyson
Foundation – said: “This tangible technology approaches a serious
environmental problem and we should celebrate it. SafetyNet
shows how young graduates like Dan can tackle global issues
ignored by established industries in new and inventive ways.”
Since graduating, Watson has started a company, SafetyNet
Technologies, to try to commercialise his technology.
Watson said he will be using his £10,000 prize money to further
develop a broad range of prototypes and finalise government
testing.
<ReadMore>
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Huge scale of UK’s ‘dash for
Tips:
gas’ revealed
By Damian Carrington and Jamie Doward, for The Observer
The amount of power expected to be generated from gas by 2030
has quadrupled in the last year, according to official projections
that will infuriate green campaigners who are demanding greater
use of renewable energy sources.
They claim that the statistics, buried in recently published
government documents, will leave the country unable to meet its
carbon emission targets. The figures will reinforce the sense that
chancellor George Osborne is winning his battle to downgrade the
role of green energy in favour of a dash for gas.
The coalition is divided over energy policy, with Osborne favouring

a major increase in gas use, promising generous tax subsidies to
the shale gas industry at last month’s Tory party conference. The
Liberal Democrats want greater emphasis on renewable energy.
The chasm was laid bare last week when Tory energy minister
John Hayes declared ―enough is enough‖ over onshore wind farms,
only to be slapped down within hours by Lib Dem energy secretary
Ed Davey.
Data from the department of energy and climate change show the
amount of power being generated from gas by 2030 leapt from
8GW in its 2011 projections to 31GW in the same projections 12
months later. The data also show that, as it stands, the carbon
targets for the 2020s – called the fourth carbon budget – will be
broken. Less than a tenth of the gas power is projected to have
carbon capture and storage technology fitted to trap and bury
carbon dioxide emissions.
The revelations come as the coalition’s all-powerful ―quad‖ – David
Cameron, George Osborne, Nick Clegg and Danny Alexander –
prepare to meet again this week to hammer out a deal on the
government’s delayed energy bill, which will set out the UK’s
energy sources for decades. The last meeting failed to agree after
discussion was dominated by an impromptu pledge from Cameron
to legislate to force energy companies to give customers the
lowest tariffs.
The continuing uncertainty has led the energy industry to warn
that billions of pounds of investment in the economy may be lost.



Use public transport more frequently in
place of using private vehicles. This will
lead to reduction in green house gas
emission as well as reduction in traffic
congestion.



Unless it’s unavoidable prefer use of e-mail
to sending letter or courier.



Where ever possible store information,
photographs, reading material etc in soft
copies in computers or removable drives
like CDs, DVDs, Pen drives, hard disc.
Thus you may conserve resources and also
save space for storage.



While opting for CDs or DVDs for
temporary storage of data etc use
rewritable CDs and DVDs, so that as soon
as there is no need of keeping the data any
more the same can be re-used.



For heating water install solar water
heaters in homes, hotels, swimming pools,
restaurants etc to conserve electricity.



Present lifestyle has reduced physical labor
to a great extent and in most of cases this
lifestyle is gifting us several problems like
obesity, diabetes, joint-pains etc. It would
be beneficial to use bicycle for traveling
short distances in place of car, scooter or
motorcycle.



In India we experience extreme cold in
winters and scorching hot summers. To
keep home comfortable it is good to put
thick curtains on doors and windows,
which in summers block sunlight from
making rooms hot, and in winters during
evenings and nights it helps keeping room
warm, as Curtains with pelmets are better
at storing heat than Venetian blinds.

<ReadMore>
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Straw poll finds in favour of western
Kenya’s water and carbon solution
By Clar Ni Chonghaile, for guardian.co.uk
Judy Sitati is going to a funeral. She is dressed in her best clothes
and in her black handbag she carries a bottle of water. It is clear and
safe – the product of a unique project financed by carbon credits.

International
says Alison Hill, managing director for climate at Vestergaard
Frandsen.
This model, she says, harnesses the strengths of the private sector,
where payment is tied to performance and cost efficiencies are the
norm. It also offers a degree of certainty and sustainability. But there
is a burden of proof. Every six months, hundreds of local LifeStraw
employees, often on boda bodas (motorbike taxis), visit 15,000 to
20,000 households to evaluate use, educate, and carry out
maintenance.
<ReadMore>

Chocolate giant sweetens supply
chain with $400M investment
By BusinessGreen Staff
The world's largest chocolate company, Mondelēz International,
yesterday announced plans to invest $400 million over the next 10
years to help suppliers enhance productivity and improve
sustainability efforts.

“I used to buy firewood to boil water. I would spend 150 shillings
[about £1] a week. Now, I use the money to buy books, or sugar for
tea, or soap,” says Sitati, who stops to chat to volunteers from the
carbon for water project on a rutted road in Kenya‟s Western
Province.
In April and May last year, Swiss-based disease control company
Vestergaard Frandsen distributed more than 877,000 LifeStraw
Family filters to households in this land of sugar cane plantations and
mist-capped hills where piped water is rare and unsafe for drinking.
The microbiological filter is composed of a plastic container and a
long hose leading to a tube equipped with a hollow fibre filter, which
catches bacteria, parasites and viruses.
The company estimates that approximately 90% of Western
Province‟s population – about 4.5 million people – now benefit from
clean water. People save money on both firewood, because they no
longer have to boil water to make it safe – which in turn reduces
emissions, and medicines. A recent report (pdf) estimated the cost to
Kenya of deforestation at about 6bn shillings (£44m) a year.
But what makes this $30m project unique, apart from the scale, is the
financing. The programme is the first safe water project to generate
gold standard voluntary emissions reductions carbon credits, and has
earned 1.4m credits so far.
The gold standard was established by the NGO community to
enhance governance in carbon markets and drive best practice.
Every six months, an independent auditor verifies the emissions
reductions from the carbon for water project. Edward Hanrahan,
director of ClimateCare, an independent profit-for-purpose firm that
trades the credits on behalf of Vestergaard Frandsen, said the
scheme was a “blueprint for a multiple outcomes project … you
achieve your development objectives and environmental objectives”.
The credits are purchased by large corporations, including beverage
firms, healthcare companies and carmakers, to offset their emissions.
The proceeds will be reinvested to make the project sustainable over
10 years. “[The financing model] pays for how much you achieve in
terms of behaviour change rather than paying for implementation,”
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Dubbed "Cocoa Life," the program is modeled on subsidiary
Cadbury's successful Cocoa Partnership initiatives in Ghana, India
and the Dominican Republic, which have already helped thousands
of farmers boost productivity while reducing environmental impacts
and accelerating development efforts.
Cadbury's had already committed to invest $70 million in its
sustainable supply chain programs between 2008 and 2018, and has
already seen significant successes in Ghana where the company
reports cocoa yields for farmers taking part in the program have
increased 20 percent.
Now Mondelēz International has said it will increase investment in
similar programs to $400 million by 2022, including $100 million that
has been earmarked to support 75,000 farmers in Côte d'Ivoire, the
world's largest cocoa-producing country.
The company said the program would help boost the livelihoods and
living conditions of 200,000 cocoa farmers globally, while also
accelerating the adoption of sustainability best practices that serve to
reduce biodiversity loss and soil erosion at the same time as
enhancing water efficiency and yields.
"I'm proud of Mondelēz International's $400m investment in Cocoa
Life – a distinctive, holistic approach to cocoa sustainability that will
create a cycle of growth from bean to bar," said Tim Cofer, executive
vice president and president for Mondelēz Europe at the World
Cocoa Conference in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire. "Our mission is to create
thriving cocoa communities and help secure the future of the cocoa
industry."
The company said the program would target six regions – Côte
d'Ivoire, Indonesia, Brazil, Ghana, India and Dominican Republic –
and work in partnership with a range of different NGOs, including
United Nations Development Program, the WWF and Anti-Slavery
International to develop "a robust set of principles for success and
ways to measure progress."
It added that in addition to education and financing-based efforts to
promote more environmentally sustainable farming practices, the
program would also seek to tackle child labor and promote
community development.
Photo of cacao beans provided by Joanna Wnuk/Shutterstock
<ReadMore>
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Aftermath of hurricane Sandy
leaves Haiti facing new disaster

Community leaders say cholera and hunger stalk the 3,500 camp
residents, and starvation had claimed one life shortly before Sandy
struck. Aid groups such as Oxfam have helped, but humanitarian
support has ebbed in the past two years.

By Jonathan Watts, for The Guardian

“We need food,” said Mogaline Richard. “There have been promises,
but nothing has come yet.”

When hurricane Sandy struck, Fifi Bouille was giving birth in a
refugee camp. There were no medics around, only her sisters.
Throughout the three-hour labour, rain beat down on the tent and
fierce winds tugged at the canvas.

Haitians of proud of their country‟s origins. Later this month, people
will celebrate the great battle fought by sugarcane slaves against their
French overlords that led to the establishment of the world‟s first
black-led republic in 1804.

Not long after the umbilical cord was cut, the gusts were so great that
the sisters feared the covering would be ripped from above them, so
the first-time mother had to carry her newborn son through muddy
paths in the middle of the the storm to find new shelter “I was terrified
my baby might die,” says Bouille, who is now sharing a tent with six
others. The danger of the storm has passed, but she is now faced by
a new concern: how to feed her child and herself.

But Johan Peleman, head of the United Nation‟s Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, warns: “This country is very
vulnerable. It has the world‟s worst cholera epidemic and 3.5% of
people in the capital are still living in tents.”

The hurricane did not just take their tent, but their cooking utensils,
bedding and meagre supplies of food. On Wednesday, she had one
meal of corn. On Thursday, nothing.

Haiti was only hit by Sandy‟s tail, but 54 people died and 20 are still
missing. Prime minister Laurent Lamothe described it as a “disaster of
major proportions”. There is little resentment that the US gets far
more attention. Instead, the mood is more one of resignation that a
catastrophe in a poor country is less of a story.
“This is not the first nor the last disaster we will have. We have seen
so much worse that we are relieved there is only this,” noted Emmelie
Prophete–Milcé, a writer based in Port-au-Prince. “In New York
disasters do not happen every day so the media have a good catch.
In Haiti the disasters come every day. Well, almost.”
Even before Sandy, Haiti had more cholera cases than the rest of the
world put together. Almost 6% of the population have been affected
and 7,500 people have died.
To respond to the rush of cases this month, Médecins Sans
Frontières have opened an extra cholera treatment centre in
Carrefour, where the tents are now almost filled with 158 patients,
including many young children.
<ReadMore>

US military warned to prepare for
consequences of climate change
“I need food, but I don‟t have enough money to buy it,” she says. “Tell
people we need nappies, cooking utensils, protein.”
Bouille is not alone in fearing that Sandy‟s aftermath may be more
terrible than the storm itself for Haiti. Although the world‟s attention
has mostly focused on the hurricane‟s impact on the United States,
the short-term suffering and long-term consequences for this
Caribbean nation – the poorest country in the western hemisphere –
are far greater because so many people already live permanently on
the edge of catastrophe.
Bouille moved to the Marassa refugee camp after her home and
family were destroyed by a devastating earthquake in January 2010.
As with the storms before and after, the impact of that disaster was
worsened by high levels of poverty, dire infrastructure and weak
governance.
Almost three years after the earthquake, 350,000 people in the capital
of Port-au-Prince are still living in camps for displaced refugees.
Over the past three years, hundreds who now live in the Marassa
camp have been forced to flee twice: from homes destroyed in the
quake, to tents which were ripped and flooded in the storm, and to a
temporary shelter in a fire station. Since Sandy struck, the camp‟s
inhabitants have rebuilt their simple church made of sheets of
corrugated iron, but are still waiting for new tents and food supplies.
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By Suzanne Goldenberg, for guardian.co.uk
The Pentagon was warned on Friday to stand guard against “climate
surprises” which could throw off its efforts to secure America‟s future.
An expert report, prepared for the intelligence community by the
National Academy of Sciences, warns that the security establishment
is going to have start planning for natural disasters, sea-level rise,
drought, epidemics and the other consequences of climate change.
The Pentagon already ranks climate change as a national security
threat, putting US troops in danger around the world and adding fuel
to existing conflicts. More than 30 US bases are threatened by sea
level rise.
It has also identified potential new danger zones, such as subSaharan Africa.
The military is also working to cut back on its fuel costs in an age of
budget austerity, by installing solar arrays and wind turbines, and
monitoring electricity use.
But Friday‟s report suggests strategic planners are going to have
make sweeping adjustments to their planning to take account of
climate change over the next decade and beyond.
<ReadMore>
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UK ‘likely to face winter floods’
By Fiona Harvey, for The Guardian

The UK must brace itself for a high likelihood of winter floods, the
Met Office and the government‟s flooding watchdog have warned.
Saturated ground around the country, and high river and
groundwater

International

Green investment bank to set
itself emissions targets
By Severin Carrell and Fiona Harvey, for guardian.co.uk
The coalition‟s green investment bank is to set itself targets for cutting
carbon emissions as it attempts to raise tens of billions of extra
investment in renewable power and energy efficiency.

levels from the wet summer, will mean that much less rainfall than
usual is needed to top up water levels and cause severe flooding,
according to the Environment Agency.
There is now a significantly higher risk of flooding this autumn and
winter, even with small amounts of rain, so households have been
advised to check warnings for their area. One in six homes is at
some risk of flooding.
Sarah Jackson, of the Met Office, said: “We are heading into the
winter period which is traditionally the wetter period of the year in
the UK. Because the ground is so wet, if we do have any
prolonged heavy rainfall in any part of the country, there is going
to be heightened risk of flooding.”
Any severe flooding this winter will also raise questions over the
government‟s cuts to some proposed new flood defences, some
of which are now being abandoned or scaled back. Insurers have
warned that they may end their long-standing agreement to
provide all UK homes with flood cover. If they do so, some people
will find themselves in uninsurable homes.
Experts singled out Devon, Dorset and Hampshire in the south as
being particularly at risk, because of high groundwater levels,
while in the north of England and Wales the risk has been

The chief executive of the new bank, Shaun Kingsbury, told the
Guardian the bank‟s board was to set “transparent” new measures for
the CO2 emissions which will be prevented as a direct result of its
£3bn in government funding, and the extra spending it hopes to raise
from investors.
The bank is hoping to attract a further £15bn of new private
investment in green energy plants, energy efficiency and carbon
capture by 2015.
Vince Cable, the business secretary, officially launched the bank on
Wednesday in Edinburgh, the site of its official headquarters, though
much of the operation will be run through a large investors team in
London. Cable unveiled the first two modest investments: £8m for
helping to build a new anaerobic digestion plant in Teeside, turning
waste into power; and £5m for retrofitting a panel-making factory in
north Wales with energy efficiency technology. Cable said he was
optimistic about the bank‟s prospects for success but warned that it
was facing significant problems raising long-term finance because of
“turmoil” in the financial markets following the 2008 global banking
crisis. That had led to a “market failure”, with investors failing to offer
proper support to green energy projects because they were longterm, and appeared risky.

heightened from recent heavy rainfall. In the south-west, the main
threat will be from rivers, especially this month and next.
Coastal areas are braced for high spring tides occurring in the
middle of this month and from 12 to 18 December.
Paul Mustow, head of flood incident management at the
Environment Agency, urged people to take action against “the
UK‟s number one natural hazard”. He advised: “The most
important step people can take in protecting themselves from the
worst impacts is to find out if they are at risk, and sign up to our
free flood warnings service.” More than a million people are
currently signed up.
<ReadMore>
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Green campaigners were critical of the government‟s refusal to allow
the bank to borrow money to invest. Joss Garman, policy director at
Greenpeace, said: “What we‟ve ended up with is a poor cousin. The
bank should be able to borrow now, rather than waiting until after the
next election. Given full borrowing powers, the bank could be a key
vehicle to help tackle climate change and get us out of these tough
economic times. Such procrastination is hurting investment,
jeopardising jobs and stymieing growth.”
However, businesses broadly welcomed the bank. Niall Stuart, chief
executive of Scottish Renewables, said: “This kind of support can be
a vital catalyst in attracting even greater levels of private investment
on the scale required [to build new infrastructure].”
<ReadMore>
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goes to the mattresses
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LG, Samsung see energy
efficiency marketing pay off

By Bruce Kennedy
What do the U.S. Navy and a major hotel chain have in common?
Both are huge consumers of mattresses -- and both are involved in

By Amy Westervelt
When EnergyStar began pilot testing its “Most Efficient” label in 2011,
some companies and trade associations were concerned that having
an additional top tier designation would take away from the existing
Energy Star Gold label. Initially, only a few companies were onboard
with the program, and only a handful of products met the criteria for
the label.
Meant to provide some incentive for manufacturers to continuously
improve efficiency, the Most Efficient label sets a high bar and so far
only applies to televisions, refrigerators, washers, and heating and
cooling
equipment.
The
Most
Efficient
standards
for
refrigerator/freezers require them to be about 30 percent more
efficient than standard models. TV requirements call for 80 percent
more efficiency than common products on the market.

pioneering mattress recycling campaigns.
Mattresses are hard to get rid of, once they've reached the end of
their usefulness. Their size and unwillingness to be compressed or
crushed means they can take up a lot of landfill space. And they also
are hard to incinerate. Discarded mattresses can easily become
infested with bedbugs and other parasites, which makes donating
them a non-option.
"There's no reason a mattress should go to a landfill," Ralph Bogan,
owner of Nine Lives Mattress Recycling, told the Huffington Post.
"They're not really giving out permits for new landfills that easily, so it
seems like everybody would see the importance of removing anything
from a landfill that can be reused."
The Navy has begun a pilot program with South Carolina-based Nine
Lives Mattress Recycling to break down about 13,000 well-used
mattresses -- the equivalent of 100,000 cubic feet of space -- from
several Navy ships. The program reportedly costs $12,000 less than
simply having the discarded mattresses end up in a landfill.
The Nine Lives web site says the company currently charges a $5
recycling fee for each mattress and box spring it takes, and recycles
up to 90 percent of those mattresses.
For its part, the Navy sounds very gung-ho about the mattress
recycling -- and is looking to expand the program to other naval ships,
hotels and facilities."This is one of the greatest projects that will affect
our solid waste program and recycling program -- ever," says Gregory
Jeanguenat with Naval Station Norfolk. "And the largest mass amount
of stuff to be moved in one fell swoop rather than worrying about
white paper or plastic or something individual. This is a huge amount
of product."

As it closes its second pilot year, all concerns have been erased and
the program‟s success is solid. According to the EPA, the washer and
TV categories have exploded in 2012: At the beginning of the year,
there were 24 clothes washers and 63 televisions that were eligible
for Most Efficient status. Currently, there are 66 Most Efficient clothes
washers and 455 Most Efficient televisions.
For companies, of course, it‟s not just about getting a gold star for
energy efficiency but about how energy efficient products sell, and so
far that‟s a success story as well. LG announced last week a 75
percent increase in sales of Energy Star Most Efficient products. Part
of that increase is due to an increase in the number of Most Efficientdesignated products in the company‟s line: LG had only eight
televisions and five washing machines eligible for the label when the
program launched in 2011. Now, it has more than 60 Most Efficient
products available, across all four product categories (refrigerators,
televisions, washers, and heating and cooling).
<ReadMore>

<ReadMore>
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Can biofuel power your car Sustainable investments continue to
for $1.50 a gallon?
rise, report says
By SustainableBusiness.com News

By SustainableBusiness.com News
Over 11 percent of all investments under professional management
in the U.S. meet "sustainable" investment standards, a rise of 22
percent over the past two years.
Whether it's through mutual funds or individual stocks, investors are
continue to increase their exposure to companies that rate high on
environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) factors,
according to the biennial report from Social Investment Forum
Foundation (US SIF), which tracks these trends.
At the end of 2011, $3.74 trillion of the $33.3 trillion of assets under
professional management in the U.S. reflect ESG concerns.
"We are moving closer to a sustainable and equitable economy,"
says Lisa Woll, CEO of US SIF. "From the growth in mutual funds
that consider ESG criteria and increased investment in community
development banks and credit unions to increasingly large votes on
shareholder proposals and the availability of sustainable investment
options across asset classes, SRI strategies are on the rise in the
United States."

Cool Planet Energy Systems believes it can sell biomass-based
gasoline for about $1.50 per gallon because of its unique distributed
energy approach which brings production right to the fuel source.

The US SIF Foundation report is compiled by surveying 1,110
investment management firms and institutional investors, as well as
data from third-party sources.

And it doesn't expect to need subsidies to get to that price.

Investors are more often considering ESG issues in company and
portfolio analysis. And many are beginning to develop in-house
capabilities to analyze ESG criteria.

The high-octane gasoline produced is fully compatible with standard
automobiles and existing conventional fuel distribution systems.
While big plants take years to finance and build, Cool Planet will
instead rely on small, modular ones that are quickly assembled
using components the size of shipping containers. These small
refineries can generate 10 million gallons of biofuels a year from
local biomass materials, such as corncobs, grasses and and other
non-food crops.
"By mass producing mobile, pre-fabricated micro-refineries that are
easily transportable to the biomass source, we significantly reduce
costs of feedstock transportation, which maximizes our overall
capital efficiency," says Howard Janzen, CEO. "Each micro-refinery is
one hundred times smaller than a typical oil refinery and can
produce 10 million gallons of fuel per year; this puts us in the
running to compete with oilat $50 a barrel without any government
mandates or subsidies."
Cool Planet plans to build 30 small production facilities in the next
three years and 400 of them over the next 7 to 8 years. It has
orders for $500 million worth of the gasoline, they say.
According to the company, its patented mechanical process for
converting agricultural waste or energy crops into fuel "actually
removes carbon from the atmosphere during the course of
production."
It does so by capturing the carbon released by the plants and
converting it to biochar, which, when returned to the soil, enhances
fertility and its ability absorb carbon from the atmosphere.
"This carbon negative process results in up to a 150 percent carbon
footprint reduction, far more than any other biomass-to-fuel
method," the company says.
Google, General Electric, BP, ConocoPhillips, NRG
Constellation Energy division of Exelon are investors.

and

the

Image of gas pump provided by Niels Quist via Shutterstock.
<ReadMore>
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Mutual funds that
include ESG analysis
in portfolio selection
doubled since 2010
to $641 billion.
Community
development banks
have
grown
74
percent
to
$30.1
billion
and
credit
unions have grown
54 percent to $17.1
billion.
Interestingly,
the
concerns for investors related to countries their investments are tied
to, such as repressive or terrorist regimes and country-specific
corporate governance. About half the social investment assets are
influenced by policy in Sudan (up 21 percent from 2010) and
placement of over a trillion dollars reflect concerns over Iran (up
180 percent).
Environmental considerations are reflected in $636 billion of these
assets, up 43 percent from 2010. How corporations address climate
change is a criteria for 23 percent of the institutional asset owners.
More investors are monitoring corporate political contributions and
lobbying activities, accounting for $459 billion of the assets
analyzed.
Compare this year's report to their 2010 report on sustainable
investing in the U.S.
Image of graph made up of grass and sky provided by
Jezper/Shutterstock
<ReadMore>
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California's first carbon market takes flight
By Alex Jackson
The California Air Resources Board announced yesterday the results of the first capand-trade auction, held last Wednesday, to limit carbon pollution from large emitters
under California‟s clean air law, AB 32.
Two items were for up for sale: carbon pollution permits (known as allowances) for
use starting in 2013, and allowances for use starting in 2015. Yesterday's results
revealed that auction participants, including the state‟s petroleum companies and
other large industrial emitters, snapped up all of the 2013 allowances, at a clearing
price of $10.09, and 5.5 million of the 2015 allowances, at the auction floor price of
$10. The 2015 allowances that did not sell will be held back from the market until
2015.
As expected, some participants opted for a wait-and-see approach, bidding at or
near the floor price. That‟s not surprising, considering that last week‟s auction was
only the first of five scheduled over the course of 2012-2013. As the market takes
shape, participants will glean a better understanding of the true market price of
reducing a ton of carbon pollution, which will inform future bidding strategies. The
program‟s first "due date" is not until Nov. 2014, when covered facilities will need to
turn in allowances and offsets equal to 30 percent of their 2013 verified emissions.
The advantage of a single statewide cap on pollution is that when and how facilities choose to acquire allowances does not impact the pace of
emission reductions: As long as they all come due in full and on time, emissions will have been reduced. Yesterday‟s results were important in
showing the auction went off without incident; expect future auctions to be more indicative of the price of carbon in the market after trading
picks up.
Image by OtnaYdur via Shutterstock

<ReadMore>

Obama Offers $6 Billion Investment for Clean Energy Infrastructure in
Asia-Pacific
By SustainableBusiness.com News

President Obama is offering a $6 billion investment in clean energy
infrastructure in the Asia-Pacific region under the US-Asia Pacific
Comprehensive Partnership for a Sustainable Energy Future.

to increase access to American technology, services and
equipment for the implementation of energy infrastructure
projects;

The Partnership is being formed to drive investment in the region,
and also to provide a ready export market for US companies and
their technologies.

OPIC will provide up to $1 billion in financing for
sustainable power and energy infrastructure projects.

There are four regional priorities:
1.

Renewables and cleaner energy

2.

Markets and Interconnectivity

3.

The emerging role of natural gas

4.

Sustainable development

They plan to engage the private sector as well as partner
with countries in the region to determine specific projects in the four
priority areas.
"With an estimated $9 trillion needed in investment in electricity
alone through 2035 to meet growing demand in the region, there is
enormous potential for U.S. industry to play an important role in the
region's energy future."
The US will provide up to $6 billion to support the Partnership:

U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA) will support
programs in partner countries in power generation, power
distribution modernization, assistance with upgrading grid
efficiencies to accommodate renewable power, and
unconventional gas development.
The U.S. State Department will oversee a $1 million energy
capacity-building fund to support partnership activities via
project preparation and technical assistance.
A couple of months ago, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) - which consists of 21 countries - agreed to reduce import
duties for green technologies that grow their economies. 54
technology categories are included, such as solar, wind, biomass
and other renewable generation technologies, wastewater treatment,
recycling and environmental monitoring systems.
<ReadMore>

The Export-Import Bank of the United States will launch a
program to make up to $5 billion in export credit financing
available to countries in the region over the next four years
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BP suspended from US federal
contracts over Deepwater disaster

―Federal executive branch agencies take these actions to ensure
the integrity of federal programmes by conducting business only
with responsible individuals or companies. Suspensions are a
standard practice when a responsibility question is raised by action
in a criminal case,‖ the EPA announcement said.

By Suzanne Goldenberg, US environment correspondent, for
guardian.co.

The agency gave no further details about the duration of the
suspension, and the potential costs to BP were not immediately
clear.
In its response, BP said the ban would not affect existing business.
―The temporary suspension does not affect any existing contracts
the company has with the US government, including those related
to current and ongoing drilling and production operations in the
Gulf of Mexico,‖ BP said.
The company said it was working with EPA and the Justice
Department in the US to lift the suspension. ―The EPA has informed
BP that it is preparing a proposed administrative agreement that, if
agreed upon, would effectively resolve and lift this temporary
suspension. The EPA notified BP that such a draft agreement would
be available soon,‖ the statement said.
The press release also noted that BP had been granted more than
50 new leases in the Gulf of Mexico since the oil disaster.
<ReadMore>

BP will be temporarily banned from seeking new contracts with the
US government because of the oil company’s ―lack of business
integrity‖ during the Gulf of Mexico oil disaster, the Environmental
Protection Agency said Wednesday.
The order blocks BP temporarily from competing for new oil leases
in the Gulf of Mexico – such as the auction of 20m acres taking
place on Wednesday – or from bidding on new contracts to supply
the Pentagon or other government agencies with fuel.
It does not affect existing business. BP is the largest oil producer in
the Gulf of Mexico, with more Deepwater leases than any other
company, according to the BP website.
The order was handed down just two weeks after BP agreed to
plead guilty to manslaughter and other charges arising from the
April 2010 explosion of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig, as well as
pay a record $4.5bn in fines.
Two BP rig supervisors were also due in a New Orleans court on
Wednesday to be formally charged with manslaughter in the deaths
of 11 workers aboard the rig. The supervisors, Donald Vidrine and
Robert Kaluza, are accused of ignoring abnormal pressure readings
seen as a red flag of a well blow-out.
A former BP executive David Rainey was also due in court on
charges of lying to Congress about the amount of oil that was
gushing from the well.
The EPA said the suspension was based on BP’s conduct at the time
of the blow-out as well as the 87 days it took to contain the well.
Some 4.9m barrels of crude gushed into the Gulf of Mexico before
the well was finally capped.
―EPA is taking this action due to BP’s lack of business integrity as
demonstrated by the company’s conduct with regard to the
Deepwater Horizon blowout, explosion, oil spill, and response, as
reflected by the filing of a criminal information,‖ the announcement
said.
The announcement went on to describe the oil spill as the ―largest
environmental disaster in US history‖.
It said BP would remain under suspension, and barred from new
federal government contracts and transactions, until the company
can demonstrate that it meets federal business standards.
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KFC chickens out on
unsustainable packaging
By BusinessGreen Staff
KFC's iconic red bucket is
going green, after the
company
has
ditched
packaging
suppliers
accused of using wood
harvested from protected
forests.
The U.K. arm of the
company
this
week
updated
its
policy
statement on packaging
sourcing
after
coming
under fire from campaign group Greenpeace in May for its links to
companies accused of logging Indonesian rainforests.
A year-long Greenpeace investigation found packaging used in
some of KFC's U.K. stores contained significant levels of mixed
tropical hardwood, which it said is a clear indicator of rainforest
timber.
The campaign group tracked a number of these products back to
Asia Pulp & Paper (APP), one of the largest pulp and paper
manufacturers in the world and a company that Greenpeace has
repeatedly accused of using wood from the Indonesian rainforest.
KFC U.K. has now said it will only work with suppliers that can
"demonstrate sustainable forestry management throughout their
supply chain and that are not actively involved in rain forest
clearance."
It has also committed to ensuring any virgin material that is used
does not contain mixed tropical hardwoods and plans to increase its
use of Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) accredited paper or
cardboard with an overall goal of using 100 percent certified
supplies.
Photo credit: TonyV3112 / Shutterstock.com

<ReadMore>
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Why climate change is a matter
of policy for insurers
By Chrissy Coughlin
This week on Nature of
Business, I spoke with
Mark
Way,
Head
Sustainability Americas
Hub at Swiss Re, a
global
reinsurance
company that has been
around for nearly 150
years. Perhaps not a
household
name
for
some of us, Swiss Re
insures
insurance
companies,
large
corporations
and
more
recently
governments
and
non
governmental organizations. It pays for major losses such as those
that have occurred with Katrina, the World Trade Center, and now
Superstorm Sandy. We spoke about Way’s work, including some
really interesting projects and collaborations, all in the context of
risk reduction, adaptation and mitigation, and climate change.
Way’s focus as sustainability head has a heavy focus on the climate
topic and converses regularly with all stakeholders who want to
engage in dialogue on sustainability matters. He also works
internally with Swiss Re's efforts to address their carbon footprint.
(In 2007 Swiss Re became carbon neutral — pretty impressive).
So how is Swiss Re approaching the issue of climate?
As Way describes, "Everything is guided by strategy to try to take a
comprehensive approach. We do a lot of research on the economic
impacts of severe weather and how this might change through
climate change. We look at how we can position the products we
have to consider climate issues. A lot of the basic products that we
provide are very relevant to conversation — insurance policies
against wind storms are nothing new but [we determine] how can
you take this and look and see what the kind of risks going forward
would be and what would then be the appropriate approach and
product."
Climate change is certainly a complex topic that must be tackled in
a sophisticated way. As Way describes, it isn't sufficient to simply
mitigate. There must be a holistic approach in place that includes
adaptation. One way to think about it is if we stopped man made
greenhouse gas emissions today it would be several decades to see
results. Swiss Re feels that we have to prepare society adapt them
to make them more resilient. And everything that Swiss Re is
seeing as a company is that we need to tackle climate change.
It was particularly timely to speak with Way in the wake of
Hurricane Sandy. As Way makes clear, Sandy is a clear reminder of
what severe weather can do and serves as a wake up call that
severe weather is something that is not going to go away —
climate change or not.
One interesting project that Way highlighted is in collaboration with
NGO partners CERES, Climate Wise, and Canadian companies Aviva
and Cooperators to create an insurance industry platform to discuss
climate related issues and resiliency in the urban context. (Way
feels that U.S. insurers will be joining soon). The goal, as Way
describes, is to put all of the thought into designing a methodology
and for that methodology to become a blueprint to help cites within
United States and beyond to think through the ways and means of
addressing the vulnerability which we currently have.
<ReadMore>
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HFCs Lurking in Your Air
Conditioning System?
By SustainableBusiness.com News
If you have an older central air conditioning system, it could be
leaking HFCs without your knowledge.
One of the most important accomplishments of the Montreal
Protocol, where the world came together to successfully address
the growing ozone hole, is the phase-out of super-greenhouse
gases known as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which are used in
refrigeration, air conditioning, and insulating foams.
Phasing out HFCs is also hugely important for slowing down climate
change - they are among what's known as "climate forcers."
By 2015, the US agreed to cut production and imports of HCFC-22
to 10% of levels from 10 years ago. And the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has been following through. It enacted
strict bans on HCFC production and since 2010, has banned sales
of new air conditioning systems that use HFCs. EPA also
encourages the gas to be recycled from old machines to
prevent release into the atmosphere. That recycled gas is supposed
to be use to fix older units.
But getting full compliance isn't so easy. Some 140 million older
central air conditioners across the US still use that coolant.
Decades-old habits among air-conditioning repair and services
conspire to keep it use, as illustrated in a New York Times article.
The story recounts the experience of Connecticut homeowner Mark
Spector, whose aging central air-conditioning system stopped
working over the summer.
Instead of finding and repairing the leak, the service technician
pumped in more coolant - which leaked out by the next day,
flaunting EPA's rules. Then the repairman offered to replace the
condenser unit, but with one that still uses HCFC-22.
"The US has aggressively pressed poor countries to pick up the
pace [to phase out the coolants]. But the US has yet to put its own
house in order," says the New York Times.
"Leaks abound in working equipment. Coolant seeps out of
discarded equipment in landfills. Regulatory loopholes allow
manufacturers to sell parts that rely on HCFC-22, so systems using
the old gas can be refurbished rather than replaced. There is
almost no reclamation of the gas from old machines for recycling.
The E.P.A. is behind schedule in imposing rules to ratchet down
domestic production, and smuggling is rarely detected. Even where
there are regulations - for example, repair technicians are legally
bound to collect old gas rather than vent it - there is little
enforcement."
This anecdote is apparently a common one. Older condenser units
are still on the market, but without the coolant gas. After it's
installed, techicians add the gas. Homeowners would rather repair
an old system rather than replace it because it's about three times
cheaper.
―It’s probably legal since you could claim it’s just servicing, but it’s
ethically disturbing and not fair to companies who’ve spent a lot to
develop new products,‖ Dr. Andersen, director of research at
the Institute for Governance and Sustainable Development, told the
New York Times.
<ReadMore>
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America’s nuclear safety
under scrutiny after Oyster
Creek’s Sandy alert
By Richard Schiffman, for guardian.co.uk
We know the bad news about superstorm Sandy: the Jersey shore
was devastated and many towns remain waterlogged. New York
suffered a direct hit, with the city‟s mass transit system flooded and
part-paralyzed for days to come.

International
with solutions “sooner rather than later” to fix America‟s inadequate
regulatory system.
Lochbaum points out in a blog that the risks of nuclear power
generation are magnified by the fact that the plants are always
located near a river, lake or ocean. That is because producing
nuclear power creates a lot of heat, which needs to be dissipated by
huge volumes of water. These cooling systems are all that prevents
the plutonium in reactor cores from going critical and melting down,
much like what happened at Fukushima.
But locating nuclear plants near bodies of water has its risks, which
range from the clogging of intake pipes by barnacles and mussels –
as happened at the Pilgrim nuclear plant near Plymouth,
Massachusetts in 1981 – to potential damage from storm surges,
such as those created by Hurricane Sandy.
One facility was put in a state of “high alert” during Sandy due to
high-water levels in its water intake structure. The Oyster Creek
Generating Station on Barnegat Bay – 40 miles north of Atlantic City,
and the oldest nuclear facility in the nation – was shut down last
week for refueling. Plutonium, however, can dangerously overheat
whether or not a plant is actively producing electricity. So, 300
employees stayed at Oyster Creek, Monday night, to ensure that the
imperiled cooling system continued to function.

But there is good news, too, and that is all that it failed to do. Sandy
did not kill hundreds – as Hurricane Katrina did in New Orleans in
2005 – thanks, in part, to timely evacuations and rescue efforts. And
luckily, it did not trigger an even greater disaster at one of the
region‟s nuclear power plants. But it could have.
Watchdog groups like the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS)
warn that America‟s nuclear facilities remain vulnerable to a variety
of potential catastrophic events, both natural and resulting from
deliberate sabotage or cyber-attack. And they say that federal
regulations are currently inadequate to deal with all of these possible
disaster scenarios.
I reported on one such danger, solar flares, last May in the New York
Daily News. A 2011 study by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
warns that a massive solar storm could knock out electricity in some
areas for weeks, overwhelming the capacity of many nuclear plants
to keep their critical cooling systems operational.
But nuclear regulators have not required power plants to guard
against the risk of solar storms. David Lochbaum, the director of
UCS‟s nuclear safety project told me in an email interview that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission licenses plants “using the rearview
mirror”. It looks to the past, in other words, to assess future risks.
But, he says, past events are not always a good measure for the
worst that can happen. Lochbaum cites Fukushima. The Daichi plant
was located behind a seawall that was high enough to protect
against the kind of flooding that Japan had seen previously. But
nobody had considered the possibility that a monster tsunami could
breach the wall.
All 13 of the plant‟s back-up generators broke down an hour after the
earthquake when they were swamped by the tsunami. As a result,
that critical cooling system failed.
“Is it prudent public policy to operate facilities of such immense
hazard on such tenuous assumptions?” Lochbaum asks. He says
that Hurricane Sandy provides further proof that we need to come up
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Nuclear plants located near oceans are not the only ones threatened
by flooding. Thirty-four reactors, fully a third of those in the US, are
sited along rivers with dams upstream. A report released last March
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suggests that many of these
plants were not designed to withstand the massive floods that
catastrophic dam collapse would unleash. The Huffington Post
reported earlier this month that:
“According to the NRC‟s own calculations … the odds of the dam
near the Oconee plant [operated by Duke Energy in South Carolina]
failing at some point over the next 22 years are far higher than were
the odds of an earthquake-induced tsunami causing a meltdown at
the Fukushima plant.”
This alarming news, however, was blacked out of the NRC‟s public
report. It was leaked by the lead author, Richard H Perkins, who said
that his work had been censored because it revealed that:
“The NRC has been in possession of relevant, notable, and
derogatory safety information for an extended period but failed to
properly act on it.”
In another section of the report, about the Fort Calhoun nuclear plant
in Nebraska, NRC redactors removed information indicating that the
failure of the Oahe or Fort Randall dams could result in levels of
rampaging water higher than the plant‟s flood protection walls. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission evidently believes that it is better to
hide the facts about nuclear risks than to fix the problem.
Critics allege that not only does the NRC withhold critical
information, but also fails in many cases to enforce regulations that
are already on the books. David Lochbaum warns:
“I‟m most concerned about the NRC‟s practice of allowing unsafe
reactors to operate. UCS‟s Nuclear Power Information Tracker
shows 47 reactors that NRC knows to violate fire protection
regulations and 27 reactors with seismic protection known to be less
than the seismic hazards they face. These pre-existing
vulnerabilities mean that the American public is protected more by
luck than by skill.”
And if superstorm Sandy, and the increasing frequency of other
extreme weather events in recent years is any evidence, America‟s
luck may be running out.
<ReadMore>
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Kyoto protocol: Australia signs up to
second phase
By Fiona Harvey in Monaco, for guardian.co.uk
Negotiations towards a new global treaty on climate change took a
small step forward on Friday as the Australian government
announced it would join up to a continuation of the Kyoto protocol
beyond 2012.
At the end of this month, governments will meet in Doha, Qatar, to
discuss a new treaty that would be signed in 2015 and come into
force from 2020. But the mood ahead of the UN conference is
tense, as few countries are willing to make the concessions needed
for a compromise deal.

International

Doha conference: carbon
cuts talks must wait, says
key negotiator
By Jonathan Watts, for guardian.co.uk
The debate on
whether the world
needs
stronger
greenhouse
gas
cuts to keep the
planet
from
warming by 2C
should be deferred
until next year,
according
to
Brazil‟s
lead
negotiator at the
upcoming talks in
Doha.
Ambassador Luiz Alberto Figueiredo says delegates at Qatar – the
most important climate negotiations of the year – should prioritise an
extension of the Kyoto protocol and the rules for a longer-term
agreement rather than be distracted by the crucial but contentious
issue of emissions reductions.
Environmental groups, however, are calling for greater urgency from
Brazil, a country that has won plaudits at previous gatherings for
leading the search for common ground between wealthy and
developing nations.

Greg Combet, Australia‟s climate change and energy efficiency
minister, said the country would “commit to limiting its greenhouse
gas emissions from 2013 to 2020 with a Kyoto target consistent with
the bipartisan target of reducing emissions to 5% below 2000 levels
by 2020″.

With the Kyoto protocol set to expire at the end of the year, Figueiredo
told the Guardian there is an urgent need to ensure the continuation of
a process that has been the foundation of international discussions for
more than a decade, despite its shrinking support among the initial
signatories.

But he added that this did not rule out the option later of moving up
Australia‟s 2020 target range of 5-15%, or 25% below 2000 levels if
Australia‟s conditions relating to the extent of action committed
elsewhere in the world are met.

“We need a strong second commitment period and we need to decide
duration,” said Figueiredo, who says Brazil would like the new phase
of Kyoto to last until 2020, when a new “internationally binding
protocol” is supposed to come into effect.

The current commitment period of the Kyoto protocol finishes at the
end of this year, and developing countries are adamant there must
be a continuation if they are to sign up to any 2015 deal.
Also on Friday, New Zealand drew fire from environments and
opposition politicians for ruling out a second phase of Kyoto. The
country‟s climate change minister, Tim Groser, said the country
would be better served by working towards the new 2015 treaty.

That new instrument – which should be far more inclusive – will also
be negotiated in Qatar, but the rules do not have to be finalised until
2015. With almost universal agreement that the world is off course to
achieve the targets set at the international talks in Copenhagen in
2009, some nations and environmentalists want the upcoming talks to
embrace greater emissions cuts, but the Brazilian ambassador says
this would be a mistake.

Australia‟s move makes it one of only a handful of countries outside
the European Union‟s member states to agree to such a deal. It
follows the country introducing a carbon tax in June that will lead to
a system of carbon trading, similar to that in operation within the
EU, intended to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

“We have to be very focused on what needs to be done in Doha and
not be diverted to other important issues that probably can‟t be solved
quickly, such as the ongoing question of ambition,” he said. “I don‟t
think Doha should concentrate on that. We‟ll deal with that during
negotiation of the next protocol.”

Australia finally ratified the 1997 Kyoto protocol in 2007, under the
last Labor government, after a decade of refusal, despite signing up
to the treaty originally. But subsequent leaders turned away from it
again. Climate change is a highly divisive issue in Australian politics
– the country is heavily dependent on coal, and is a big exporter.
There are many vocal climate sceptics in the country with the ear of
government, and a powerful mining lobby.

The second phase of Kyoto is expected to go ahead but with fewer
nations compared to number that agreed to cut emissions in the
original 1997 deal. The US signed but never ratified that agreement
because obligations were not imposed on big developing economies
like China, India and Brazil. More recently, Japan, Russia, Canada
and New Zealand have indicated they will not sign up to a second
commitment period.

<ReadMore>

<ReadMore>
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The ash tree crisis: a disaster in the making
By Patrick Barkham, for The Guardian
Ashwellthorpe lower wood is still, wet and silent. Gold and ginger leaves float from the branches above. Pale fungi rise through decomposing
leaves below. The only sound is the astonishing cackle of a green woodpecker. Everything is dying back, peacefully, just as it has for
hundreds of autumns.
In July, when I last walked in Ashwellthorpe, a rare fragment of thousand-year-old Norfolk forest, the ash trees that gave the wood its
name, kept locals in timber for centuries and supplied broom handles to a nearby factory for generations were green and healthy. Now they
carry a malignant look: the leaves are not the yellow and brown of an ordinary October but a sickly black. Their graceful slim trunks, the
colour of an elephant’s skin, are mottled with sinister stains.
Last Friday, DNA tests confirmed that its ash trees were the among the
first in an ancient woodland to succumb to Chalara fraxine, or ash
dieback, a virulent fungal disease that has swept across Europe and
entered Britain, most probably via imported saplings, earlier this year.
On Monday, the government slapped an import ban on ash trees and
pledged to do all it could to contain this ―devastating‖ disease. Critics
say this action is far too little, too late. The answers to the obvious
questions – What has caused its spread? Can anything stop it? –
remain frighteningly uncertain. There are growing fears the disease will
kill millions of ashes, which makes up around a third of our woods and
hedges. This fungus is likely to transform our countryside more
dramatically than Dutch elm disease, another fatal killer accidentally
spread around the world by the timber trade, which has destroyed
more than 25 million trees in Britain since the late 1960s.
―They shiver in the wind and throw out boughs with a calculated aim,
which is to be beautiful,‖ wrote Ronald Blythe of a pair of young ashes
near his home in Essex. Gerard Manley Hopkins admired the
―contradictory supple curvings‖ of an ash’s boughs. ―The ash grove
how graceful / how plainly ’tis speaking‖ goes the Welsh folk song the
Ash Grove. Poets and writers have long hailed the aesthetic qualities of
the ash, whose Latin name, Fraxinus excelsior, celebrates its heavenly height, but it is even more admired for its utilitarian qualities. Fastgrowing, strong and flexible, ash is the prince of all timbers. Every handle of every tool was once made from ash (until hickory was imported
from the US), and ash was widely used in gates and cartwheels. These days, the wood’s attractive grain and light hue makes fashionable
furniture. Foresters love ash because it quickly grows tall and true. And as anyone with a wood-burning stove knows, ash is the king of logs:
―Ash-wood wet and ash-wood dry / a King may warm his slippers by.‖
Brendan Joyce, the chief executive of Norfolk Wildlife Trust, does not just admire ash because its wood made his beloved Fender
Stratocaster guitar. Ash is a particularly convivial tree. Because it does not cast heavy shade, it allows plenty of other plants to grow
alongside it. ―Ash woods tend to be rich and diverse places unlike beech woods, which tend to be rather monotonous,‖ says woodland
ecologist George Peterken. In Norse mythology, Yggdrasil was an enormous ash tree that harboured all the life in the universe. Beneath the
ashes of Ashwellthorpe are carpets of bluebells and early purple orchids in spring and white admiral butterflies in July. Ash’s key-like seeds
feed woodmice and its bark is particularly conducive to mosses and lichens. Some 80 common insects and 60 of the rarest beetles and flies
have an association with ash trees, according to Chris Panter at the University of East Anglia.
Chalara fraxinea first emerged in Poland in 1992. A fungus attacks ash leaves, moving inside young shoots into the heart of the tree,
effectively strangling it by preventing it from taking both nutrients from the earth and sugars from photosynthesis. Infected leaves fall in
October and the fungus spores spread from these the following July. These spores can be blown in the air: researchers in Norway, where the
human movement of ash was quickly banned, discovered the disease travelled 30km each year by itself. In Denmark, 90% of ash trees are
now showing symptoms of the disease and will eventually die. In 2010, the disease was confirmed in the Netherlands and Belgium. In
February this year, it was discovered in young trees imported from Holland to a nursery in Buckinghamshire. Outbreaks have since been
identified in newly planted trees at more than 30 locations, including Scotland, Yorkshire, Leicestershire and Cambridgeshire, and in a new
Woodland Trust wood in Suffolk.
The outbreak at Ashwellthorpe, however, is a game-changer. The Norfolk Wildlife Trust reserve has had no new trees imported from
anywhere into it. The disease was spotted five weeks ago by Steve Collin of the Norfolk Wildlife Trust. When he reported it, Forestry
Commission officials were not overly concerned at first, according to Collin, because it had only been found in new plantations. An inspection
and DNA tests, however, showed the disease had somehow found its way into this ancient woodland. Dozens of other possible outbreaks in
East Anglia and Kent are now being investigated.
The apparently sluggish response to the disease by the government is another stick with which to beat the hapless Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affair (Defra) after the furore over the forests sell-off and badger cull. ―If they wanted to stop the disease
coming in they should have reacted before this year rather than sitting around waiting for it to come in,‖ says Peterken. Why was an import
ban not slapped on ash immediately the disease was discovered in February? Or why not years ago, with the disease marching across
Europe? The Horticultural Trades Association (HTA) warned Defra of Chalara fraxinea three years ago and asked it to ban imported ash
trees. According to Tim Briercliffe of the HTA, fatalistic-sounding civil servants told him that as the disease was already endemic on the
continent it was likely to come to the UK.
<ReadMore>
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Doha climate talks could spark
progress
By Jennifer Andreassen

International
"Even the U.S. founding fathers didn’t get the Constitution right the
first time -- remember the Articles of Confederation? Countries, in
constructing this new agreement, have a chance to incorporate the key
elements of these tracks: Kyoto’s binding structure and accountability, and
the LCA’s broadened participation among countries and new tools to fight
climate change."
2) Climate finance
Countries in Doha should deliver clear signals of ambitious commitment to
address climate change, a much-needed policy signal that will help unlock
and target critical climate finance funds that exist right now in the
stock and bond markets and in countries’ national public expenditures.
3) Deforestation emissions
For policies for Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest
Degradation (REDD+), countries have the opportunity to agree that multiple
sources of finance can be used to pay for REDD+ reductions, and thereby
send another positive signal to tropical forest nations.
<ReadMore>

The largest international climate negotiations of the year kicked off Monday
in Doha, Qatar, drawing delegates from more than 190 countries in a grand
effort to create a global treaty to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and halt
climate change.
Worldwide attention is particularly focused on climate after a number of
respected and typically conservative global institutions -- including The
World Bank, United Nations Environment Program, International Energy
Agency, PwC -- in reports released in the weeks leading up to Doha
painted grim pictures of the risks of extreme climate change.
These talks in Doha could see measured progress toward a new global
agreement in some areas -- or, as The New York Times put it, "the agenda
for the two-week Doha convention includes an array of highly technical
matters but nothing that is likely to bring the process to a screaming halt."
Environmental Defense Fund anticipates three issue areas could see
important progress in Doha:
1) Negotiating tracks
The countries now meeting in Doha are scheduled to finalize a second
round of commitments under the Kyoto Protocol, the international
agreement to cut greenhouse gases, and wrap up the Long-term
Cooperative Action (LCA) negotiating track, which was launched in Bali in
2007 and led many countries to make voluntary emission reduction pledges
but fell short of a comprehensive binding agreement.
Doha will also set the course for the “Durban Platform for Enhanced
Action” track, whose goal is a new climate deal for all countries to be
agreed to by 2015 and to take effect from 2020.
International Climate Program Director Jennifer Haverkamp said in EDF's
opening statement:
"Countries can make real progress in Doha by agreeing to the Kyoto
Protocol’s second commitment period with minimal fuss and delay, and
concluding the Long-term Cooperative Action track, so they can turn their
full attention to bringing lessons learned and key policy tools from
those agreements forward into the new negotiations.

Lawsuit takes Dole's
sustainability claims to task
By Robert Kropp
The Seattle-based law firm
Hagens Berman filed a lawsuit
against Dole for knowingly
purchasing
bananas
from
growers whose operations
have destroyed wetlands and
poisoned water sources with
pesticides in Guatemala.
The lawsuit filed this week suggests that like too many
corporations, Dole has found it more convenient to employ the
tactics of greenwashing rather than commit to genuinely
sustainable practices. According to Hagens Berman, "In spite of
Dole's promises to act as a safe and sustainable company in
communities where its products are grown, the company
knowingly purchased bananas from a plantation in Guatemala
that devastated the local environment and community."
This lawsuit flies in the face of Dole's effort to position itself as
an environmentally responsible company after settling lawsuits
totaling more than $900 million for its use of a banned pesticide
in Nicaragua. In 2011, the company announced that it would sell
bananas on farms certified by the Sustainable Agriculture
Network, a coalition of conservation groups that seeks to
establish sustainable agricultural standards throughout
agricultural supply chains.
"A contractor who supplies Dole with approximately 290
million pounds of bananas built a dam in the Department of San
Marcos in Guatemala to protect its banana and oil-palm
plantations," the law firm stated. "The complaint alleges the
dam caused extensive flooding, and that development of the
plantation included draining 1,200 acres of pristine wetlands."
<ReadMore>
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Green Technology Spotlight:
Solar Cells Made Completely
From Carbon
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Stanford University researchers have built a solar cell made completely
from carbon, which will make solar much cheaper to manufacture and
easy to install.
It would be painted onto a roof as a coating, giving it the "potential to
deliver high performance at a low cost," says chemical engineering
Professor Zhenan Bao. It could also be painted on the surface of
buildings, windows and cars.

The move is intended to put the spotlight on the Nertherland's failure to
prioritise cuts in greenhouse gas emission Photograph Lourens Smak/
Alamy

And it would be manufactured using simple coating methods that don't
require expensive tools and machines. It also would eliminate expensive
and increasingly scarce materials like indium. "Carbon is low cost and
Earth-abundant," says Bao.

The Dutch campaigners believe similar laws could be used in other
countries to force the hand of governments. Marjan Minnesma, of
Urgenda, and one of the leaders of the action, said: "We definitely
want to give a strong example to other countries. We believe we can
take this to the courts and we would like organisations in other
countries to look at what we are doing and consider it for themselves."

Carbon also absorbs a lot of solar energy and has extraordinary electrical
conductivity, she says.
Bao and her colleagues used sheets of carbon just one atom thick and
single-walled carbon nanotubes that are 10,000 times narrower than a
human hair.
The research team has filed a patent for the device. "Other groups have
reported making all-carbon solar cells, but they were referring to just the
active layer in the middle, not the electrodes," says Stanford graduate
student Michael Vosgueritchian.
There's a long way to go on conversion efficiency, which is less than 1%
is the lab now, because it primarily absorbs near-infrared wavelengths of
light. That should go up quite dramatically with better materials and better
processing techniques, says Bao.
"Materials made of carbon are very robust," she says. "They remain
stable in air temperatures of nearly 1,100 degrees Fahrenheit." The ability
of carbon solar cells to out-perform conventional devices under extreme
conditions is a distinct advantage.
<ReadMore>

Dutch government may face legal
action over climate change
The move is intended to put the spotlight on the Netherlands'
failure to prioritise cuts in greenhouse gas emissions
By Fiona Harvey, guardian.co.uk
The Dutch government is facing the threat of legal action if it fails to
take swift action on climate change.
The move, which is thought to be the first time that European human
rights legislation has been used to take a government to court over
climate change failures, is intended to put the spotlight on what
campaigners say is a lack of action and force them to prioritise cuts in
greenhouse gas emissions.
Urgenda, the pressure group behind the move, sent a letter to
ministers calling on them to announce new initiatives on cutting
emissions. Without that, the group said it would proceed to the courts.
The government of the Netherlands has not yet responded.
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Their campaign is supported by the Nasa climate scientist Prof James
Hansen. "In the climate and energy debate we need more pressure
and involvement from the public, willing to defend our rights and those
of our children and grandchildren using all the means of our laws to
achieve justice," he said.
Wednesday's move came as governments prepared to meet for the
next round of United Nations negotiations on climate change, to start
at the end of this month in Doha, Qatar. This year marks the end of
the first commitment period of the Kyoto protocol, and some
governments – including the EU and Australia, but not the US, Japan
or Canada – are expected to sign up to a continuation to 2020, with
fresh commitments to cut emissions.
For years, the Netherlands were seen as an environmentally
conscious nation who were among the first to treat global warming as
a serious threat. As a large part of the country lies below sea level,
Dutch people have been particularly conscious of the damage that
could be done by sea level rises, and from the heavier rainfall and
fiercer storm surges that are predicted to result from climate change.
But campaigners say this has changed in the past decade, with the
government less willing to talk about climate change and emissions,
and a greater focus on the resurgent oil and gas industries.
Minnesma said the performance of the Dutch government on climate
issues in recent years had been "disappointing". She accused
ministers of failing to take a lead, especially at international climate
talks and in developing renewable energy.
Roger Cox, a partner at the law firm of Paulussen Advocaten in the
Netherlands who is involved with the legal move, says that the scale
of inaction by governments means that pursuing the legal route is
justified. "Averting dangerous climate change has become all but
impossible, putting western countries at serious risk of committing
human right violations on a scale nobody had thought to ever see
again after world war two," he wrote in a comment piece for the
Guardian. "This leaves the judiciary with the task of stepping in and
averting catastrophe. In a democracy, issues certainly stop being only
political when they give rise to domestic human rights violations and
endangerment."
<Source>
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World's First Net-Zero Stadium Hosts
World Cup, Olympics
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Brazil will be the host of the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympics and
is renovating its biggest stadium, Estádio Nacional de Brasília, to
prepare for those huge events.
When the renovation is finished this year it will be the first net-zeroenergy stadium in the world and will be certified LEED-Platinum.
Besides increasing capacity to more than 70,000 seats, the $400
million conversion adds renewable energy and green transportation
features.
Along with the green building features that are becoming standard
practice these days, such as rainwater collection and water recycling,
and a focus on natural lighting in the design, the stadium has some
unique features.
The stadium's power will come from a ring of solar PV panels on the
roof, which will also have a "photocatalytic membrane." That
membrane is able to capture air pollution, break down the chemicals
and remove them them from the atmosphere.
That will remove some of the carbon emissions related to
transportation, which accounts for over half of the stadium's carbon
footprint. Another way to eliminate those emissions is to provide
access to clean transport - parking will be set aside specifically for
3500 bicycles, including 1,000 VIP spots inside the stadium.
<ReadMore>

Cocoa – and your chocolate fix
– is under threat
By SE Smith, for guardian.co.uk

International
One area where we‟re really starting to see the effects of climate
change first-hand is with global agriculture. Most crops grow within a
relatively narrow range of climatic conditions. They need the right
amount of rain and sunshine, they need to grow in the right kind of
soil and they have fussy life requirements, because they‟ve evolved
and been bred for very specific conditions. You can‟t grow bananas in
Alaska or broccoli at the equator unless you‟re willing to expend a lot
of money to create a very controlled environment, and even then, it‟s
going to be fussy and painstaking.
In areas where some crops have traditionally been grown with great
success, we‟re starting to see problems. Crop failures are occurring
where they shouldn‟t and those failures are definitively connected to
changes in the climate. The drought that devastated the US midwest
over the summer could have been an episodic turn of the weather,
although there are some strong arguments for a connection to climate
change, but what‟s happening to, say, the cocoa crop in Africa is most
certainly linked to climate change. West Africa is getting too hot to
support the cocoa crop. While it‟s going to take some time, it will
happen eventually and people are trying to plan ahead for what is
looking like the inevitable.
Cocoa has been the recipient of a lot of blows over the last few years.
There was a fungal infection that farmers worried could ruin the crop
and drive the price of cocoa sky-high, and now west Africa, a major
cocoa producer, might not be able to grow it any more within the
relatively near future. That‟s unless researchers can develop droughttolerant plants capable of handling hotter, drier conditions like those
forecast for west Africa, and this raises concerns about reactive
breeding and genetic engineering. If everyone‟s focused on this issue
now, what‟s going to be the problem in 50 years?
The problems with the cocoa crop in west Africa aren‟t just a worry for
chocolate fiends like me. Obviously I want a secure and uninterrupted
supply of chocolate because I take my chocolate very seriously.
Chocolate is also a huge industry, with a number of major companies
involved in the transport, processing, and production of chocolate;
Switzerland must be glad it‟s got banking as a backup, is all I‟m
saying.
For west African farmers, the loss of cocoa farms could present
serious problems. Those farms were installed in the first place
because of the high demand for cocoa in the west, displacing food
crops and subsistence farming. Cocoa farming in some regions dates
to colonial rule and, as a legacy of colonialism, its decline could have
very far-reaching effects. Without cocoa, communities will have
trouble supporting themselves, providing employment to residents,
feeding themselves and maintaining social order. In a world where
people are poor and hungry, they tend to get desperate.
Already, some regions of Africa are plagued by food distribution
problems created by western interventions. Those problems are going
to get worse as the world‟s supply of food shifts and these same parts
of Africa bear the brunt of climate change. Temporary fixes in the
order of food aid are often proposed, but those aren‟t going to solve
the larger problem: we are drying Africa out, we are milking it for all
the resources we can get, and then we are abandoning the empty
husk and letting people fend for themselves.

The effects of climate change can be seen all around us; all except
the most staunch deniers have to admit that it is happening whether
they like it or not. Glaciers are shrinking, water levels are changing
and regional climates are also shifting. The rapid escalation of change
paired with very convincing scientific evidence suggests that the
change is anthropogenic in nature, which, in a way, is a good thing. If
we‟re causing it, it means we might have a chance at arresting or
reversing it, instead of being forced to accept it as a natural variation
that will resist intervention.
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And then we produce poverty and violence porn to showcase the
horrors of Africa. It is a twisted system we have created, and it‟s one
that weaves over and under and back upon itself in a snarled web.
Since climate change is heavily influenced by western practices and
lifestyles, including pressures on the global south to “develop” in the
way we deem appropriate, we must tie environmental justice in with
the larger picture of colonialism, food security and traditional ways of
life under threat. We have wrought a mess, and now we must clean it
up.
<ReadMore>
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Argentina Freezes Chevron's Assets
By SustainableBusiness.com News
We thought it was it pretty impressive when an Ecuador judge
ruled that indigenous farmers in the Amazon could seize $200
million in Chevron's assets - the first time an indigenous
community has prevailed against a multinational corporation.
That's because Chevron refuses to pay a $19 billion judgement
for 30 years of polluting rivers in the Amazon rainforest.
This is the world's biggest environmental lawsuit.
In 2011, Chevron was found liable in Ecuador for dumping billions
of gallons of toxic waste into the Amazon rainforest, decimating
indigenous groups and causing an outbreak of cancer and other oilrelated health problems.
Now, the story gets even better.
Plaintiffs are looking seize Chevron's assets in Brazil, Canada,
Ecuador and Argentina.
And the first of those requests has prevailed – an Argentine
judge signed an order freezing all Chevron's assets in that
country. The freeze order applies to the entire $19 billon amount
of the Ecuador judgment, and Chevron has at least $2 billion worth
of assets in Argentina.
That means Chevron will effectively be barred from investing
further in Argentina unless it wants to risk seizure of those assets
as well.
The seizure includes 100% of Chevron's capital and dividends in
Argentina, its entire stake in pipeline operator Oleoductos del Valle
SA, 40% of Chevron's oil sales to Argentine refineries, and 40% of
the money Chevron has deposited in Argentine banks, says Enrique
Bruchou, the lawyer representing indigenous communities in
Ecuador who brought the lawsuit.

International

What your business needs to do to
overcome public distrust
By Chris Coulter

Trust is a valued but elusive resource, especially when applied
to business. Trust in business is seen as both a driver of
corporate sustainability efforts and a hoped-for outcome of any
sensible corporate sustainability strategy. New data from the
2012 BSR/GlobeScan State of Sustainable Business Poll offers
insights into strategies for enhancing trust in companies.
GlobeScan has been working with BSR for the past four years
on an annual quantitative survey of BSR member companies.
This year’s research, which took place between Sept. 6 and 24,
2012,is based on a survey with 556 senior corporate
responsibility and sustainability practitioners on a range of
timely issues, including trust.
How Much is Enough?
For the past three years, we have asked business professionals
to assess the level of public trust in business. The results,
outlined in the chart below, show that while respondents
continue to believe the public has limited trust in companies,
there is growing optimism among business leaders that the
public is beginning to express greater trust in the private
sector. Indeed, the perceived net trust ratings have improved
from a score of minus 23 in 2010 to minus 8 in 2012. The
findings show abelief among corporate sustainability executives
and managers that while the trust deficit continues, progress
has been made over the past few years.

―We are now on the fast track to collection in our two-decade
struggle to force Chevron to clean up its awful environmental
disaster,‖ says Luis Yanza, the Ecuadorian community organizer
behind the lawsuit originally filed in 1993.
―We are committed to holding Chevron fully accountable for the
crimes it has committed against our indigenous peoples,‖ he says.
The move by the Argentine judge is the first time the plaintiffs have
been successful in freezing assets outside their home territory of
Ecuador.
This latest twist is made possible by an international treaty in Latin
America, the Inter-American Convention on the Execution of
Preventive Measures, which dates back to the late 1970s.
The treaty says a defendant's assets will automatically be frozen
when it fails to pay a final judgment. It has been ratified by
Argentina, Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay, Guatemala, and
Uruguay. Venezuela and Chile have signed the treaty but not
ratified it.
The assets in four countries where enforcement requests are
pending are worth $10 billion, according to plaintiff estimates. They
have pledged to file additional requests in other countries until they
get the full $19 billion.
The development in Argentina sends a signal to foreign investors
that they should apply the same environmental standards they use
at home to areas where vulnerable indigenous and farmer
communities are located, says attorney Enrique Bruchou.
"We ask for no more than that and no less than that," he says. "We
call it responsible foreign investment."
Oil companies are watching these developments closely and a a
similar case is pending against Shell in Nigeria.
<ReadMore>
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This optimism among corporate sustainability professionals visà-vis trust in business is not completely accurate, according to
GlobeScan’s Radar Research Program. Our latest tracking of
global public opinion shows that while there has been a positive
shift in trust in global companies in many emerging markets
between 2009 and 2012, trust levels in global business remain
flat or are declining in most of Europe and North America. This
suggests a subtle, but perhaps significant disconnect between
perceptions inside companies and the broader general public.
The Road to Higher Trust
The State of Sustainable Business Poll also asked corporate
sustainability practitioners to rate the importance of a range of
possible actions to build trust among the public.
<ReadMore>
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The man who would stop
hurricanes with car tyres

GM Revs Up Electric Vehicle
Development in China

By John Vidal, for The Observer

By SustainableBusiness.com News
This week, General Motors (GM) announced it will accelerate
development of electric cars in China as it seeks to
position itself in that important future market.
GM's Advanced Materials Lab opened in Shanghai last year, where
it's doing research on battery technology and lightweight materials.
The Chinese government's short-term goal is to build at least
500,000 electric or "new energy" vehicles a year by 2015. So far,
sales are slow, but the government is steadily working on
infrastructure and incentives to change that.
An alliance of 16 state-owned car manufacturers including Dongfeng
Motors, Chang'an Automobile Group and FAW Group is likely to
claim much of that market, but US automakers are also stepping up
their efforts.

Devastating tropical storms of the kind that battered the US last
week could be weakened and rendered less deadly using a simple
and cheap technology based on a surprising component – old car
tyres.
One of Britain’s leading marine engineers, Stephen Salter, emeritus
professor of engineering design at Edinburgh university and a global
pioneer of wave power research, has patented with Microsoft
billionaires Bill Gates and Nathan Myhrvold the idea of using
thousands of tyres lashed together to support giant plastic tubes
which extend 100m deep into the ocean.
Wave action on the ocean surface would force warm surface water
down into the deeper ocean. If non-return valves were used, he
says, the result would be to mix the waters and cool the surface
temperature of the ocean to under 26.5C, the critical temperature at
which hurricanes form.
According to Salter, who has written to the government’s chief
scientific officer setting out his scheme, harnessing energy from the
waves to cool the surface temperature of the ocean makes
ecological sense. The naturally working pumps would be located in
―hurricane alley‖, the warm corridor in the Atlantic through which
the most damaging storms typically develop and pass.

"China has made electrification a key strategy. Electrified vehicles
will play a critical role in efforts to conserve and ultimately displace
petroleum as the major source of transportation energy," says Jon
Lauckner, GM Chief Technology Officer, vice president of Global
Research & Development, and president of GM Ventures.
GM's ultimate aim is to double the energy density of battery packs in
electric vehicles so that they are smaller, lighter and less costly.
GM manages 12 joint ventures, two wholly owned
enterprises and more than 35,000 employees in China.

foreign

The company's electric vehicle strategy runs the gamut from "mild"
hybrid technology built on the eAssist system to full hybrid
technology used on full-size trucks and SUVs to extended range
electric vehicles of all model types.
Many of its existing
electrified vehicles
are
already
available in the
Chinese
market
including the plugin
Chevy
Volt, Buick
LaCrosse
with
eAssist and the
Cadillac
Escalade
Hybrid.

Salter claims that the hydrological problems have been solved but
that research funding is urgently needed. ―If you can cool the sea
surface, you would calm the hurricanes. I estimate you would need
about 150-450 of these structures. They would drift around and
send out radar signals so that no one would collide with them,‖ he
said.

Last
week,
Shanghai
GM
introduced a pure electric vehicle that will be built and sold in China
- the SAIL SPRINGO (pictured below).

The idea of what is now known as the ―Salter Sink‖ was first
presented to the US government in 2007 at a post-Katrina US
Homeland Security meeting on hurricane suppression. It was picked
up and developed by Intellectual Ventures, a Seattle-based new tech
company run by Myhrvold and backed by Gates which buys and
licenses patents and inventions.

The hatchback has a range of about 81 miles per charge on
highways and 120 miles in urban driving. Unfortunately, the car will
retail for about $41,460, which is likely to put it out of reach for
many Shanghai residents when it hits the market on a trial basis in
2013.

―The Salter Sink concept is delightfully simple and singularly
gargantuan,‖ the company said in a statement posted on its website
. ―It has captured our imagination here in the lab. We have done
some experiments and computational modelling work to validate this
idea, but a lot more research needs to be done by experts in related
fields such as climate science and oceanography, and we need
partners to pursue the project further.‖

GM's efforts in China will also extend to urban mobility solutions,
such as the EN-V (Electric Networked-Vehicle) two-seat concept car.
Its first concept car has a top speed of 25 miles per hour and has
two electric motors, one on each wheel.

<ReadMore>

<ReadMore>
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The company is working on next generation concepts - which could
be deployed in Tianjin Eco-City.
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Why Kimberly-Clark is banking on bamboo
By Kristine A. Wong
When Kimberly-Clark announced its plan to source 50 percent of its wood fiber to
alternative sources by 2025 -- more than the amount that‟s in three billion rolls of toilet
paper -- the company wasn‟t quite sure how it would make that happen.
It‟s a tall order, even for the one of the world‟s top suppliers of facial tissue, toilet
paper and paper towels.
“We don‟t know how we‟re going to get there yet,” Brenda Nelson, a director of
business planning and sustainability for the company's family care division, told
GreenBiz. “It‟s not like there was a lot of precision around number and years,” she
said of the pledge made in June.
So why would Kimberly-Clark, best known for its Kleenex, Huggies and Scott brand
products, commit to an actual deadline? After all, Walmart famously announced goals
to become 100 percent supplied by renewable energy and create zero waste -- yet
failed to disclose a timeline.
Like the advice given to Benjamin, the young man searching for a future in the 1967
film “The Graduate,” the answer lies in one word.
Kimberly-Clark is banking on bamboo.
“We did enough research on the fibers and potential barriers to know that it‟s
achievable,” Nelson said. “2025 was a date we put out there to hold ourselves
accountable to make it happen.”
Mitigating risk
In 2011, Kimberly-Clark used 3.53 million metric tons of fiber to manufacture its
products, according to company figures. Less than one-third of that amount – 1.05
million metric tons -- came from recycled sources, the company reported.
Eighty percent of Kimberly-Clark‟s product line contains wood fiber. Its primary
sources are from the U.S., Brazil and Canada. In a 2011 report, the company
describes itself as “highly reliant” on the material.
In the last few years, Kimberly-Clark has been hunting for a commercially viable
alternative to wood fiber. In 2009, the company adopted a procurement policy
requiring 40 percent of its fiber to be sourced either from FSC-certified or recycled
sources by 2011. The move brought an end to a five-year campaign by Greenpeace
pressuring the company to cut its ties with suppliers hawking non FSC-certified wood.
The policy also banned the use of any fiber from endangered species.
But the motivation for the search extends beyond environmental reasons, Nelson
says. It‟s also an effort to insulate the company from a fiber market marked by volatile
prices and a dwindling supply.
“We‟ve taken a long look at what are the outlook and trends in virgin and recycled
fiber supply,” she says. “There‟s increasing pressures and demand on land that‟s
available. We know that where there‟s constraints in terms of resources, we‟ll
someday have business impacts associated with them.”

Green Technology
Spotlight: Gas Up With CO2
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Engineers may have found a way to both produce
fuel for vehicles and remove carbon from
the atmosphere at the same time.
Researchers at UK-based Air Fuel Synthesis, Ltd.
believe they've found a "real, sustainable alternative
to fossil fuels," using a simple technology that dates
back to World War II.
The synthetic fuel works in all current vehicles - no
changes to infrastructure are needed.
"We haven't broken the Second Law of
Thermodynamics or anything," Graham Truscott of
Air Fuel Synthesis told Raw Story. "We take carbon,
we combine it with hydrogen, put it in a reactor to
make methanol, then we take the methanol and put
that in another reactor to make petrol. The processes
of making synthetic petrol from carbon are well
known and have been around for many, many years.
The Germans were doing it during the Second World
War. The South Africans were doing it during the
apartheid years. But they were taking their carbon
source from coal. We're taking our carbon source
from the atmosphere."
Other companies are working on related
technologies, but Air Fuel is the first to actually
capture carbon from the atmosphere and turn it into
fuel.
They plan to use renewable energy to power the
production process - their first plant should be
operating in about two years.
Here's how the process works:
Air is blown into a tower that contains a mist
of sodium hydroxide which reacts with the carbon
dioxide in the air, forming sodium carbonate.
Electricity is then passed through the sodium
carbonate to release the carbon dioxide, which is
stored.
A dehumidifier in the tower condenses
water from the air. The water is then split into
hydrogen and oxygen using an electric current.

To build the business case for alternative fibers, Nelson‟s team examined a whole
range of characteristics for several materials including bamboo and wheat straw, a
product left over from wheat farming. They looked at fiber characteristics, biomass
available, processing requirements and whether the infrastructure needed for
processing was available. The group also identified barriers to commercializing the
materials, along with broader trends that could affect the supply.

The carbon dioxide and hydrogen are
reacted together to create Syngas, which is then
processed to form methanol.

After a year of initial R&D tests, bamboo appears to have become the focus in the
company‟s alternative fiber strategy. Kimberly Clark is also evaluating other
candidates, Nelson said, but declined to disclose more information.

"Air capture technology ultimately has the potential to
become a game-changer in our quest to avoid
dangerous climate change," says Dr. Tim Fox, Head
of Energy & Environment for the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers.

Photo of bamboo grove in Arashiyama, Kyoto, Japan provided by Filip Fuxa via
Shutterstock
<ReadMore>
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The methanol is passed through a gasoline
fuel reactor, creating petrol.

<ReadMore>
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Mahindra Lifespaces
Publishes Its First
Sustainability Report
Mahindra Lifespaces

Mahindra Lifespaces became first real estate company in India to
publish its sustainability report, which received an A+ rating for
meeting the requirements of GRI-G3 Guidelines.

National
Mahindra Lifespaces has followed the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) Sustainability Reporting G3 Guidelines, which is the most
widely-adopted non-financial reporting framework in the world, and
used to help communicate sustainability performance while
encouraging transparency and accountability. Third party assurance
has been given by KPMG after having audited the disclosures. The
Mahindra Lifespaces sustainability report has achieved an A+ rating
for meeting the requirements of GRI-G3 guidelines. Once published,
this report can be viewed worldwide in GRI‟s „Sustainability
Disclosure Database‟.
<ReadMore>

Wipro takes top spot in green
electronics rankings
By Jessica Shankleman
Indian tech giant Wipro has parachuted into the top spot in
Greenpeace's latest green electronics rankings, after winning
plaudits for its ambitious commitments to cutting carbon emissions
and sourcing energy from renewable sources.
Greenpeace today unveiled its 18th annual Guide to Greener
Electronics, ranking 16 leading global companies in the market for
mobile devices, PCs and TVs, based on their environmental policies
and impacts.
Mumbai, India - Mahindra Lifespace Developers Ltd., the real
estate and infrastructure development arm of the $15.4 billion
Mahindra Group, released its triple bottom-line focused
Sustainability Report on October 16, based on the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Guidelines. The report has been
assessed at A+ as per the GRI-G3 Guidelines, indicating the
highest level of transparency and voluntary disclosure. Mahindra
Lifespaces is the first company in the Real Estate Sector in India to
publish a GRI-compliant sustainability report.
Mahindra Lifespaces has always been conscious of the need to
strike a harmonious balance between the inevitable need for
urbanization, the responsibility towards sustainability, and a healthy
bottom line. This „Business with a Purpose‟ focus of Mahindra
Lifespaces is aligned with the Mahindra brand‟s Rise philosophy of
driving positive change through alternative thinking and accepting no
limits.
The first stand-alone sustainability report explores how Mahindra
Lifespaces‟ defines and implements its strategy, identifies material
issues and addresses its responsibilities not only to all stakeholders
but more importantly to the environment. It highlights the company‟s
economic, environmental, social and governance performance
across all aspects of the business and organization.
Commenting on the achievement, Anita Arjundas, Managing
Director & CEO, Mahindra Lifespaces Developers Ltd. & Member of
the Group Executive Board, said, “We recognize that urban growth is
inevitable; but it needs to be tempered by a strong responsibility
towards scarce resources and environmental conservation. Our
endeavor has been to adopt business strategies that meet the needs
of our organization and our stakeholders while protecting, sustaining
and enhancing human and natural resources. Be it Green Homes
from Mahindra Lifespaces or new Urban Centers from Mahindra
World City, our focus has always been on sustainable urbanization.
We are proud to be the first organization in the real estate industry to
have embraced the triple bottom-line approach to sustainability and
to present the first GRI A+ rated sustainability report of Mahindra
Lifespaces”.

Greenpeace each year selects which companies to rank based on
latest industry sales figures and global market share for the previous
year.
Two Indian firms made their debut in the league table this year
having only previously been included in Greenpeace's national
rankings.
According to the campaign group,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
emissions 44 percent between 2008
percent of its emission reductions
renewable energy.

Wipro showed leadership in
having adopted a target to cut
and 2015, while delivering 85
through the greater use of

The company has also integrated energy efficiency into its product
design, and received the maximum score available from
Greenpeace for a take-back policy that promotes the collection and
recycling of post-consumer e-waste.
Another Indian outsourcing giant, HCL Infosystems, also joined the
rankings for the first time in joint 13th position, alongside electronics
giant Sharp.
<ReadMore>
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Indian CERC to launch Renewable Energy Certificate
trading soon, Express says
Financial Express is reporting that the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) is planning to launch power exchange-based trading
of renewable energy certificates (RECs) soon. “We are going to launch soon formal trading of RECs soon. We are currently in the process of
finalising a date,” CERC chairman Pramod Deo told Financial Express.
Under the national action plan on climate change, India has envisaged meeting 15% of its
electricity requirement from renewable sources by 2015. The country‟s renewable power
generation potential is concentrated in a few states like Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka.
Renewable power accounts for a relatively high share of these states‟ electricity consumption.
However, these states are not keen to take more renewable power as it is costly. REC mechanism
will help to address this mismatch.
Under the REC mechanism renewable power is to be split into two components – electricity and
the green attribute. The electricity component can be sold to local distribution utilities at a price of
conventional electricity and the green attribute is converted into REC which the generator can sell
to renewable power-deficit states and companies. The price at which REC can be sold have been
set by CERC as:
REC Type

Floor price (minimum)

Non Solar
Solar

Ceiling price (maximum)

INR 1,500($33)

INR 3,900($87)

INR 12,000($267)

INR 17,000 ($378)
<Source>

IL&FS subsidiary becomes
first company to receive
RECs from Karnataka
Climate Connect News, 08 November 2012, New Delhi: A
subsidiary of the IL&FS Renewable Energy Limited, Tadas Wind
Energy Limited, received the very first RECs issued for the state
of Karnataka. Tadas Wind Energy Limited has the maximum
registered generation capacity in Karnataka, with the value
reaching up to 100 MW.
Karnataka boasts of 13 renewable energy projects registered
under the REC Scheme, all belonging to wind energy sector with
a cumulative registered generation capacity of 127 MW. Tadas
Wind Energy Limited is the frontrunner among the project
developers with a total of 7 project owned by the firm.
Tadas Wind Energy Limited dominates with 14 wind energy
projects registered under the REC Scheme. The projects are
located in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka with a combined
generation capacity of 150.4 MW and a potential of generating
about 329376 MWh of electricity and an equivalent number of
RECs every year valued between Rs 49.4 crore and Rs 108.69
crore.
Tadas Wind Energy Limited, a special purpose vehicle formed by
IL&FS Renewable Energy Limited, in March, 2012, raised Rs 876
crore to set up 200.8 MW wind energy capacity in three states –
Karnataka, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh. The total project cost is
estimated at Rs 1168 crore. The senior term loan was provided
by seven banks and one financial institution led by Canara Bank.

REC heavyweights report significant
rise in profits in Q2 FY2012-13
Climate Connect News, 16 November 2012, New Delhi: Major projects
developers under the Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) scheme have
reported significant increase in the net profits during the second quarter of
the current financial year. Listed companies with large generation capacities
under the REC scheme, specifically Bajaj Finserv Limited, Techno Electric
& Engineering Limited and Orient Green Power Limited, have reported
substantial increase in profits from their renewable energy assets that
include those covered under the REC scheme.
Orient Green Power Company Limited
Net profit at Orient Green Power during Q2 FY13 increased by over seven
times compared to Q1 FY13 as well as Q2 FY12. The net profit for first six
months of the current financial year also rose by over four times compared
to the first half of FY2011-12. The company reported Q2 FY13 net profit of
Rs 31.79 crore and H1 FY13 net profit of Rs 36.08 crore.
Managing Director, Mr P Krishnakumar said that the significant increase in
the profit can be attributed to the increased wind energy generation realised
between July and September. The company had increased wind energy
generation capacity that benefited from the increased wind energy tariffs in
Tamil Nadu. The company stated that 'RECs continued to boost the top line;
however, the contribution from sale of RECs was muted as majority of
transactions during the quarter were at floor price due to lower compliance
during the mid-year.'
Techno Electric & Engineering Limited (Parent company of Simran Wind
Project Limited)
In the power segment, TEEL reported 50% increase in 'profit before tax' in
Q2 FY13 compared to Q1 FY 13 and Q2 FY12. Profit for first half of FY13
increased by 76% compared to profit in corresponding period over pervious
financial year. TEEL's power segment contributed over 68% to the profit of
the company in Q2 FY13.

Thus, witnessing the current trend, more projects from Tadas
Wind Energy Limited can be expected in the coming future.

Simran Wind Project has over 150 MW of operational wind energy capacity,
including 115.5 MW registered under the REC scheme.

<Source>

<Source>
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Forthcoming Events

International Conference
on
Interface between Chemistry and Environment (ICICE)
13-14th December 2012
An International conference titled ―Interface between Chemistry and Environment‖ is being organized at at Ramjas College,
University of Delhi, Delhi-110007 on 13th and 14th December 2012. Eminent speakers from Indian and abroad are
expected to participate in this. The keynote address will be given by one of the founders of Green Chemistry, Professor John
C. Warner, President & Chief Technology Officer, Warner Babcock Institute for Green Chemistry, Wilmington, MA, USA.
The topics covered are grouped as: Sustainable Chemistry, Medicinal Chemistry, Chemical & Toxic waste management,
Green catalysis & Biocatalysis, Water treatment, Analytical & Environmental Chemistry, Natural Product Chemistry, Food
Chemistry, Environmental pollution & Management
<ReadMore>

UGC SPONSORED TWO-DAY NATIONAL SEMINAR
ON

“SIGNIFICANCE

OF GREEN STRATEGIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION”
(In collaboration with ANU)

December 14th & 15th 2012
The department of Chemistry KBN College is organizing a two-day National Seminar on ―SIGNIFICANCE OF GREEN
STRATEGIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION‖ on 14th and 15th of December’2012 at their PG Seminar Hall in
Vijaywada(AP).
The seminar is being organized to provide the scientific community an opportunity & a common platform to discuss and to
work together to understand the Green strategies for protecting the environment. The deliberations will be made on various
topics including ―the design of new, Greener and safer chemicals and materials‖, the use of sustainable resources, green
chemistry education, environmentally benign synthesis and the development of environmentally improved routes and
method to synthesise compounds.

<ReadMore>
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Forthcoming Events

National Conference on Environment & Pollution
– The Future Ahead
15th December 2012

Rayagada, Odisha, India
M.I.T.S. Engineering College,Rayagada, Odisha is organizing a one day “National Conference on Environment & Pollution – The
Future Ahead” on December 15, 2012 in the campus of the college. The conference is expected to provide platform to hundreds
of academicians, scientists, engineers and students from all over the country to disseminate and exchange information in the
fields of Environmental and Safety and pollution control. Moreover this conference is one of its kind in this region.
<Brochure>

The Fourth International Renewable Energy Congress
December 20-22, 2012

Sousse, Tunisia
The Fourth International Renewable Energy Congress (IREC) is being organized by University of Sfax, Tunisia during 20-22
December 2012. IREC provides a forum for researchers and practitioners around the world on recent developments in the
fields of renewable energy. Around the globe all countries are focused for producing renewable energy in such a scenario this
conference is of utmost importance and most opportune time.
Authors from academia as well as industry working within the scope of the congress subjects are invited to give deliberations.
This will provide a platform where researchers, academicians and high profile persons from relevant areas of industries will
interact and share their knowledge and experience.
<ReadMore>

6 th International Perspective
on

Water Resources and the Environment (IPWE 2013)
January 7-9, 2013, Izmir, Turkey
The Environmental & Water Resources Institute of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE-EWRI) is organizing the 6th
International Perspective on Water Resources & the Environment conference (IPWE 2013), January 7-9, 2013, Izmir, Turkey.
EWRI looks forward to bringing together engineers, scientists, planners, economists and allied professionals from all over the
world. It is expected to have eminent speakers like Professor Vijay P. Singh, Texas A & M University, USA, Professor Taikan Oki,
University of Tokyo, JAPAN, Dr. Olcay Ünver, UNESCO, ITALY and Professor Zekâi Sen, Istanbul Technical University,
TURKEY. The conference is being organized with support of Turkish Water Foundation, Dokuz Eylul University, Georgia Institute
of Technology and Auburn University.
<ReadMore>
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Forthcoming Events

An International Conference
on

Enhancing Health, Wellbeing and Sustainability Opportunities, Challenges and Future Directions
10th - 12th January 2013
International Conference 2013 on "Enhancing Health, Wellbeing and Sustainability - Opportunities, Challenges and Future
Directions" will be an International Forum for those who wish to present their projects and innovations, having also the
opportunity to discuss the main aspects and the latest results in the field of Education and Research.
The conference is being organized by the Nirmala Niketan College of Home Science, University of Mumbai
(Maharashtra). The Key Note Address will be given by Prof Julie Lovegrove, Deputy Director of Hugh Sinclair Unit of
Human Nutrition and Institute for Cardiovascular and Metabolic Research (ICMR), U.K . The Keynote speaker will be Prof
Maurice Walgraeve, Dean of the faculty of Education, Health and Social Work, University College Ghent, Belgium. It is
expected that participants and delegates will have the opportunity of listening eminent academicians, policy makers and
practitioners.
<ReadMore>

GEOGRAPHY OF CHANGE :
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENT, ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY

on
11th January and 12th January, 2013
The Department of Geography, K.G. Joshi College of Arts & N.G. Bedekar College Of Commerce, Thane is organizing two day
conference titled ―Geography of Change: Contemporary issues in Development, Environment and Society on 11 th & 12th
January, 2013 at Thorale Bajirao Peshawe Sabhagruha, ―Jnanadweepa‖, Thane College Campus, Chendani Bunder Road,
Thane, Maharashtra, India.
The Conference Theme “Geography of Change” proves its significance in the current Geographical Research worldwide as
Geography has remained one of the valuable platforms in bringing in the collective understanding of the current economic
and social changes. The contemporary global economic restructuring is responsible for bringing in massive transformations.
These transformations are responsible for inducing newer forms of spatial
organisation resulting in the development of complicated social, economic and cultural structures. The conference is aimed at
grasping the impact of such transformations on spatial development, people and environmental systems. It intends to cover
the spectrum of issues in this respect. Interested researchers are cordially invited to participate and share their valuable
inputs through research endeavors.
<Conference Brochure>
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 01, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 02, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 02, 2012

The Times of India, Lucknow
dated November 03, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Lucknow
dated November 03, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 04, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 04, 2012

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 05, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 06, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 07, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 08, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 09, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 10, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 10, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 10, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated
November 11, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 12, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated
November 12, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated
November 12, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 12, 2012

The Times of
India, Delhi
dated
November 13,
2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad dated
November 13, 2012

The Economic Times, Mumbai
dated November 14, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 16, 2012
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The Times of India, Delhi dated November 19, 2012
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In Print Media

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad dated November 20, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 21, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 21, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 21, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 23, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 24, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 26, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 26, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad dated November 27, 2012

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad dated November 27, 2012
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Business Sustainability News
The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 27, 2012
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The Times of India, Delhi dated November 27, 2012
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated November 29, 2012

The Times of India, Delhi dated November 29, 2012
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